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It is demonstrated that the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [1- 3] can be employed to calculate 
the correlation characteristics of fluctuations of energy quantities in thermal radiation. As 
examples the correlation functions for energy fluctuations in equilibrium radiation and for 
the output signal of a receiver measuring the energy radiated from a half-space are con
sidered. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN the general phenomenological theory of thermal 
fluctuations the correlation theory based on the 
fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) has under
gone particular development in recent years [1- 3]. 

This theorem which is a generalization of the well
known Nyquist formula to dissipative systems of 
arbitrary physical nature has been proved orig
inally for an arbitrary number of discrete fluctuat
ing quantities describing the deviations of a sys
tem from the condition of thermodynamic equili
brium. The correlation theory of thermal fluctua
tions in electrodynamics, i.e., as applied to a dis
tributed system-the electromagnetic field, was at 
first developed independently of the FDT on the 
basis of the concept of external fluctuation fields 
and of a generalization of Nyquist's theorem [4J. 
Later the FDT was applied to the equations of 
electrodynamics-at first in its discrete form [3J, 
and then in a form generalized to arbitrary con
tinuous dissipative systemsl5:1• 

As is well known, the correlation theory of 
random fields is restricted to moments of the 
first and of the second order. With respect to the 
electromagnetic field this means that for media 
which are in a state of equilibrium (or in a state 
sufficiently close to the equilibrium state so that 
the lack of equilibrium does not yet begin to affect 
the characteristics of the external fields) it is pos
sible to calculate averages of arbitrary bilinear 
or quadratic functions of the field intensities. The 
question arises naturally whether one can extend 
the results obtained by means of the FDT andre
lating to moments of the second order to fluctua
tions of energy quantities, i.e., to moments of the 
fourth order. If this is possible, then, in particu
lar, for equilibrium radiation in vacuo one should 

obtain the Einstein formula IS]: 

11,2 
'l'u(O) == (U2)- (U)2 = -wWnCll(nCll + 1)Llro, (1) 

c3n2 

where U is the energy of the field in a sufficiently 
large volume V, while nu.,, is the average occupa
tion number of an oscillator of characteristic fre
quency w at a temperature T. 

Thus, the problem consists of expressing the 
fourth-order moments in terms of the second
order moments. 

2. EVALUATION OF THE FOURTH-ORDER 
MOMENTS 

It is natural to assume that the intensities E 
and B of the equilibrium electromagnetic field in 
vacuo (or in a transparent medium) being the re
sult of a superposition of fields from numerous 
independent microscopic sources are distributed 
normally in virtue of the central limit theorem. 
Then in the region nw « kT where the classical 
description of the field is well known to be valid, 
we have for the fourth order moment the expres
sion (we denote by Fi the components of E and 
B) 

(2) 

The same expansion also holds for external induc
tions (electric and magnetic) since the latter can 
be represented in the form of linear operators in 
terms of the field vector components Fi. Thus, 
the fourth-order moment of external inductions can 
be expressed in terms of the second-order mo
ments given by the FDT: 

<D;CllDhw'> = ihcth ::T (e~<;*- e;,.)o(ro + ro')o(r- r'), 
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(M;.,Mhro'> = iii cth !roT (!lhi•- !J;~<) ll ( ro + ro') ll (r- r'), 

<D,roJih.,,> = o. (3r 

Here DiuJ and Miw denote the Fourier components 
of the electric and the magnetic external inductions 
respectively, while Eik and llik are the electric 
and the magnetic permittivities of the medium. 

But in an arbitrary frequency region the ex
pression < Fi Fk Fz F m) in which the order of the 
field operators Fi is significant must play the 
role of the fourth order moment. Therefore, rela
tion (2) for Fi (or some other relation replacing 
(2)) requires separate justification. 

We consider the radiation field in vacuo in a 
volume bounded by perfectly conducting walls. In 
this case the field operators can be represented 
in the form 

Using the Gibbs distribution it can be easily shown 
that ( n\) = 2 ( nA. ) 2 + ( nA.), and, therefore, 

(a1.+a')..a;.+a1.> = (n1,)2 + (n~o)((n1.) + 1} 

= (a1.+a')..)(a1.+a'),.> + (a'),.+a,.)(a1.a,_+). (8) 

But the other factors in the first sum in (7) can be 
averaged over the Gibbs distribution independently, 
since they refer to different oscillators which do 
not interact with one another. Substituting (8) into 
(7) we therefore obtain 

(j;+!kfz+fm>=<J;+fh)\fz+fm>+ (j;+fm) (!kfz+) + (/;+fz+) (ik/m) 

(the last term is equal to zero and is added to 
preserve symmetry). 

In a similar manner one can obtain expressions 
for the remaining terms of (6), and this yields the 
result 

(4) (F;F~<FzFm) = (F;Fn><FzFm> 

where a and a_\ are the photon annihilation and 
creation operators satisfying the commutation re
lations 

The operator a_\aA. is diagonal in the wave func
tions with definite occupation numbers, and its 
eigenvalues are equal to the occupation numbers 
of the oscillator of wave vector KA.· 

(5) 

In order to find ( FiFkFZFm) we must know the 
diagonal matrix element of the operator FiFkFzFm 
for the state of energy Em. For this element we 
have 

(F;FhFzFm)n = (fdnfdm)n + ... + (f;+fk+!z+fm+)n. (6) 

From the meaning of the operators a,.\ and a,\ it 
is clear that this sum will involve only those 
matrix elements which contain two creation and 
annihilation operators. Let us consider such an 
element, for example ( ftfkf£fm )n. Utilizing (4) 
and (5) we obtain 

(f;+fhh+fm)n = ~ [q;~o"quqa.·•qmA'(a~o+a,_)n(a~,,+a~;)" 
'}..=fo'}..' 

+ ~ q;')..•qh1.qz~o"qm1-(a~o+a')..a~o+a,_)n. (7) 
'),. 

The result of averaging the last term in (7) 
over the Gibbs distribution will be 

*cth = coth. 

+ (F;Fz)(FhFm> + (F;Fm><F~<Fz). (9~ 

We now use the expansion (9) to calculate the 
central moments of the second order of physical 
quantities W bilinear in the field components. We 
consider quantities W described by hermitian 
operators and expressed linearly in terms of 
symmetrized products of the field operators: 

W = 1/2 ~ a;h (F;Fh + FnF;), 

where aik are real coefficients. The central mo
ment of the second order of W defined by 

¢w = Re<WW')- (W)(W'), 

is expressed linearly in terms of the quantities 

(F;FnFzFm>o == 1/4Re <(F;Fn + FhF;) (FzFm + FmFz)) 

- (F;Pn>+<FzF m>+, 

where 

(F;F~<>+ = 112(F;Fn + FnF;), 

(F;F,.)_ = 1/2<F;F"- F,.F;). 

Using (9) we obtain 

(F;FkFzFm>o = (F;Fz>+<FnFm'>+ + (F;Fz>-<F~<Fm>-

+ (F~<Fz>+<F;Fm>+ + (FhFz>-(F;Fm>-. 

(10) 
(lOa) 

(11) 

The correlation functions for the Fourier com
ponents of external inductions (3) given by the 
FDT refer to the evaluation of the quantities (10), 
while in (11) the quantities (lOa) also appear. But 
by slightly altering the derivation of the FDT one 
can easily obtain the correlation functions for the 
external inductions which also correspond to the 
correlation functions (lOa): 
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(D;.,D~tro•> = ili(e~t;"- B;~t)ll(w + w')ll(r -r'), 
(M;roM~tro,) = ili(J.t~t/- J.t;~t)ll(w + w')B(r- r'), 

(D;roM~tro,) = 0. (3a) 

Starting with (11), (3) and (3a) we must define 
the central moment of the fourth order of the 
Fourier components of the external electric in
duction in the following manner: 

= -li2 [cth (liw I 2kT) cth (liw' I 2kT) + 1] 

X [ (eil(w) - eli• (w)) (e~tm (w') 

- Bm~t*(w'))ll(w + Wt)ll(w' + wt') 
X ll(r- r1)6(r'- rt') + (e;m(w)- em;*(w)) (e~t!(w') 

- Bt~t*(w'))ll(w + wt')ll(w' + Wt)ll(r- rt')ll(r'- r1)]. 

(12) 

One can easily write down analogous formulas 
also for the fourth-order moments containing both 
the electric and the magnetic external induction, 
but we shall not do this, but shall assume in what 
follows that there are no magnetic losses. 

The significance of expression (12) consists of 
the fact that it leads to the correct result in the 
calculation of the central moments (11) (and con
sequently also of '~'w) by means of the classical 
field equations. By neglecting in (11) the product 
of the antihermitian parts of the operators com
pared to the product of their hermitian parts, we 
introduce into (12) an error whose magnitude is 
proportional to n2• In the limiting transition to 
classical statistics (li- 0) this quantity related 
to the zero-point fluctuations of the field disap
pears, and then we obtain formula (2) for the 
fourth-order moments. 

In conclusion we note that in an arbitrary fre
quency region expansions analogous to (9) are 
valid for moments of any even order. In this sense 
one can say that the multidimensional normal dis
tribution is formally valid for the operators Fi. 

3. ENERGY FLUCTUATIONS IN EQUILIBRIUM 
RADIATION 

We now apply the results obtained above to the 
calculation of the correlation function for the 
fluctuations of electromagnetic energy in equili
brium radiation. The spectral density of the fluc
tuations can then be found as the Fourier trans
form of the correlation function. 

We consider radiation in an unbounded homo
geneous medium with no magnetic losses. We are 
interested in the case of a transparent medium or 
a vacuum, but we shall first of all solve the prob
lem in the presence of absorption and will go over 

later to the limit Im E = 0. As Landau and Lif
shitz [a] have shown such a procedure leads to 
correct results for the second order moments. 
Moreover, we shall assume that the electromag
netic waves enter the volume under consideration 
through perfect reactive filters with a frequency 
characteristic 4>( w ). 

We write down the space-time expansion of the 
field intensities in terms of Fourier integrals:* 

E(r, t) = J a<l>(w)exp[i(kr + wt)] dwdk, 

r [kaJ 
H(r, t) = J -<l>(w)eXJl [i(kr + wt)] dwdk, 

)( 

K = w/c. The amplitude a= a(w, k) is expressed 
in the following manner in terms of the Fourier 
amplitude g of the external electric induction [3]: 

a; = [x2 -y eg; - k; (kg)] I ed, 

J.t = 1, d = k2 - x2)"E. (13) 

Since in future we shall set I E I ~ 1 the for
mula for the electromagnetic energy in the volume 
V can be directly written in the form 

1' 
U = -8 ~ (Ei2 + H;2)dr. 

:n;v 

The time correlation function U is 

'l'u(-r) = (8~)2~ T;~tT:'~t' (g;g~t'gt;'g:~t•> 

x <l>(w)<l>(w')<D(wt)<l>(wt') exp{i[(w + w')t 

+ (w1 + wt')t' + (k + k')r + (k1 + k1')r']}dwdw' 

X dwtdwt'dkdk'dk1dk1'drdr', 

where, for example, g1 = g ( w1, k 1 ), while Tik and 
T{k are given by the expressions 

T;~t = T;~t ( w, w', k, k') = A~' [ 6;~tx2x'2 ( 1 + :::)- k;k~tx'z 

- k/k~t'x2 + k;k~t',(kk')- xx'k/k~t]. 
T;~t' = Ta, ( W1, wt', kt, kt'). 

In accordance with (12) the expression for the 
central moment of the Fourier amplitude of the 
external induction is 

(g;g~t'gtah<> = ( ::n;3 r [ cth( 2:~ )cth( ::; \ +1 J 
Xlm e Im e' [6;;•<'1~t~t'6 ( w + Wt) 6 ( w' + wt') 

X 6(k + k{)b(k' + kt)), Bi~t = e<'l;~t. (15) 

*[k a]= k x a. 
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Substituting this expression into (14) and inte
grating over w1, wj, k 1 and kj, we obtain the ex
pression 

2 ( n )2 1 ( nw nw' \ 
o/u(i) = (S:n:)2 4:n:3 - .l Im elm e' cthZkT cthZkT + 1) 

X I Tn,j 2 [1D(w) [2 [1D(w') [2 

X exp{i[(w + w')-r+(k + k')p]} dwdw'dkdk'drdr',(16) 

where p = r - r', T = t - t'. 
We can go over to the limit Im E = 0 in which 

we are interested not only in the final result, but 
also in the integrand. In order to do this we must 
set 

lme :n: . 
lim -=-signx·l\(k2 -x2). (17) 
Im ~H-0 ~~~2 x2 

Since in this section we want to obtain only 
formula (1) we must assume that the dimension 
of the volume V is considerably greater than the 
maximum wavelength of the waves transmitted by 
the filter. Therefore in (16) we can go over from 
integrating over r, r' to integrating over r and 
p and to extend the limits of integration with re
spect to p to infinity. This yields 

00 

~ ei (k+k')P dr dr' = V (2:n:) 3 6 (k+k'). ( 18) 
-co 

However, we must remember that this limiting 
transition has meaning only in the case if fur
ther integration over w is performed over suffi
ciently slowly varying functions of w. The o
function appearing in (18) is in fact smeared out 
in k-space over the volume 47rk2ok ~ 1/Z3 (or, 
which is the same thing, over the frequency inter
val oCt-'~ c 3/47rl 3w2 ). Therefore, in order for (18) 
to be applicable we must require that in the inte
grand of (16) the functions <I> ( w) and 
exp [ i ( w + w') T] should vary sufficiently slowly: 
T « 1/ow and tlw » ow. The last requirement 
coincides with the condition for the validity of 
formula (1): the number 6Z = Z3w26w/7r2c 3 of 
characteristic oscillations in the interval tlw 
must be large. 

Assuming that the condition T « 1/ow is also 
satisfied we shall carry out in (16), taking (17) and 
(18) into account, the integration over k, k' and 
Ct.-'' and we shall then go over to an integral over 
positive frequencies. We obtain 

If we now assume that I <I> ( w) I is equal to unity 
in the interval tlw in the neighborhood of the fre
quency w, and vanishes outside this interval, then 

/i2Vw4. ( liw ) 
o/u(-r) = 'l'u(O) = 4c3:n:2 cth2 ZkT- 1 ~w, (19) 

which, in view of the fact that coth ( liw/2kT) 
= 2 (nw + Y2 ), coincides with (1). 

The fact that the energy correlation function is 
independent of T is, of course, a consequence of 
the assumptions made in the derivation of (19). In 
actual fact the width o T of the function wu ( T) is 
determined by the smaller one of the intervals 
tlw and ow, and in particular by: o T ~ 1/ ow for 
ow :S tlw and OT ~ 1/tlw for ow~ tlw. We note 
that in the last case wu ( 0) ~ ( tlw )2• 

4. FLUCTUATIONS OF THE ENERGY FLUX IN 
EQUILIBRIUM RADIATION 

We now consider the signal fluctuations at the 
output of an idealized energy receiver which we 
shall imagine in the form of a plane area u which 
absorbs all the radiation incident on it. The out
put signal of such a receiver is given by 

i(t) = 5 S(r, t)dr, (20) 
11 

where S ( r, t) is the Poynting vector, while the 
integral is extended over all the waves incident on 
the absorbing side of the area. In order to take 
into account the finite time constant of such a de
vice we shall assume that the signal i ( t) is 
passed through a low frequency filter of frequency 
characteristic <1> 0 ( w ); we shall denote the output 
signal of such a filter by I ( t). Moreover, it is 
assumed, as before, that the radiation incident on 
the receiver is passed through a filter of fre
quency characteristic <I> ( w ) .1 l 

We take the receiver to be situated in the (1, 2) 
plane. In order to pick out the waves propagated 
in the positive direction of the 3 axis we must in 
the expansions of the fields into Fourier integrals 
integrate over k 1 and k2 from - 00 to oo, and over 
k 3 from - oo to 0 for w > 0 and from 0 to oo 

for w < 0. Taking into account the effect of the 
high frequency and the low frequency filters we 
obtain the following expression for the output sig
nal of the complete arrangement:2 l 

1 )Fluctuations at the output of the receiver can also arise 
due to thermal noise in the receiver itself. We do not take this 
source of fluctuations into account by assuming that the tem
perature of the receiver is sufficiently low, while the power of 
the radiation incident on the receiver is great. 

2 lstrictly speaking, here we should also take into account 
the "zero-point" radiation field of the light filter placed before 
the receiver. However, a special analysis shows that in the 
case l'l.w >> l'l.Q this need not be done. Restricting ourselves 
here for the sake of simplicity to the expression for the current 
in the form (21) we shall later give without derivation only the 
final expression for the opposite case l'l.w << l'l.Q. 
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where a is the area of the receiver. Then we have 

+ (k + k')r]} dw dw' dkdk' dr, (21) H(w,w')=cr(2n) 2) (xk3'+x'k3)26(x2 -k2)6(x'2-k'2) 

-x'2k;(k{kn-Ona(kk'))}, lei~ 1. 

The time correlation function of the output sig
nal is given by the expression 

'I'I(T) =( ~r) sil,s:,k'<g;gh'g!i'g!h,> 

X <1> ( w) <1> ( w') <1> ( wi) <1> ( w/) <1>0 ( w + w7 ) Q:>0 ( w1 + w/) 

xexp{i[(w + w')t + (w1 + w/)t' + (k + k')r + 

+ (k1 + k/) r']} dwdw' dw1dw/ dkdk'dk1dk/ drdr'. 

Substitution of (15) yields 

'l'I(T) =( 4~3 Y( :J2
) ( cth ::Tcth ~=~ + 1) Im elm e' 

X (IS;ki 2+S;hRi1,) I<I>(w) I2I<D(w') l2 l<l>o(w + w') 12 

X exp { i [ ( w + w') T + (ko + k0') p]} dwdw' dkdk' drdr', 
(22) 

k 0 = ( k 1, k 2 ); at the same time we also have ~k 
= Rik(w, w', k, k') = Ski(-w', -w, -k', -k). 

Transition to the limit Im E = 0 yields 

I S;h I 21m e Im e' = n2 { x2x'2 - [ (koko') 2 - ( kaka')2]} 

X 0 (k2 - x2 ) 6 (k'2 -x'2) sign x sign x', 

S;kRik Im e Im e' = 2:rt2 1 x II x'l kak/6 (k2 - x2) B (k'2- x'2). 

Since the time constant of the receiver is large 
compared to the periods of the radiation incident 
on it, we can set <I> 0 (w + w') = 0 for w > 0, 
w' > 0. Then, going over in (22) to integration 
over positive values of w, w', k 3 and k3, we ob
tain 

1i2c2 i (, liw liw' ) 
'I'I(-r) = iZSn6 J

0
\cth ZkTcth ZkT -1 H(w, w')cos(cu- w')-r 

X J<l>(w) l2l<l>(w') I2 I<Do(w + w') J 2 dwdw', (23) 

H (w, w') = ~ [x2x:2 + 2xx'kaka'- (k0k 0 ')2 + k32k3 ' 2 ] 

X (I (x2 - k2) 6 (x'2 -k'2) ei (k.+ko'J p dk dk' dr dr'. (24) 

If the dimensions of the receiver are consid
erably greater than the wavelengths of the filtered 
radiation [as was already assumed in (20)], then 
in expression (24) we can go over to integration 
over p and r letting the limits on p become 
infinite. Also we have 

~ ei(k,+ko'JPdpdr = o (2n)2 b(k0 + k0'), 

X 6 (k + k0') dkdk' = an3 [ xx' (x2 + 2 min (x2, x'2) + x'2) 

2 '2) l x + x' J 
- ( x - x n ( I x2 - x'21 >''' . ' 

(25) 

Finally, we shall assume that the frequency 
characteristic of the filter I <I> ( w) I is different 
from zero and is equal to unity only in the narrow 
interval D.w in the neighborhood of the frequency 
w, while the characteristic of the low frequency 
filter I <1> 0 ( w) I is different from zero is equal to 
unity in the interval ( 0, 6.0 ). Then for D.w » 6.0 
formulas (2 3) and (2 5) yield 

1i2w4 sin ~!;h 
'I'I('r) = a4~nw(nro + 1)~w---

nc T 
fi2w4 

'I'I(O) = cr-4 32 nw(n., + 1)~w~Q. (26) 
nc 

But in the case D.w « 6.0 it is necessary to 
take into account the "zero-point" radiation from 
the light filter. Without reproducing the corre
sponding calculations we shall only point out that 
in this case 

'l'I(-r) = 0 1i2w4 n., [n., sin2 (~w-r/2~ 
S:rt3c2 (-r/2)2 

+ 2 sin~w-r sin(~w-r/2) J, 
't' -rh 
fi2w4 

'l'I(O) = a 8----:!2n"' [nw (~w) 2 + 2~w~Q]. 
:rtc 

(27) 

From (26) and (27) it can be seen that the cor
relation time of the wave fluctuations is deter
mined by the smaller of the two intervals D.w and 
6.0 and, in accordance with (23) and (24), for suf
ficiently narrow intervals D.w and 6.0 it depends 
very little on the dimensions of the receiver. 
Naturally, the results of this section agree com
pletely with those obtained earlier for energy 
fluctuations. The introduction of a finite trans
mission band 6.0 in the low frequency channel 
means that a finite time constant To ~ 1/6.0 is 
ascribed to the receiver. As a result of this the 
output signal turns out to be approximately pro
portional to the energy absorbed during a time To 
from a volume c T0a. Therefore for large volumes 
(small values of 6.0 ) both >J~u ( 0) and 'liJ ( 0) are 
proportional to D.w [cf. (26)]. 

The results obtained above can be easily ex
tended to a receiver which, is as before, perfectly 
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black, but at an arbitrary temperature. In this 
case the expressions for the electromagnetic fields 
at the surface of the receiver will consist of a sum 
of two terms one of which is due to waves of radia
tion being propagated from the left half-space, 
while the other is due to radiation from the re
ceiver itself. The effect of the second term can 
be easily taken into account by the method de
scribed earlier, by imagining that the right half
space is filled by a rarified medium at a tempera
ture T'. Then, in virtue of the statistical inde
pendence of the sources situated in the left and the 
right half-spaces, we find that in order to obtain 
the correlation function of the output signal it is 
necessary in this case to add to the expression 
(26) [or (27)] the same expression but taken at a 
temperature T'. 

The situation is more complicated in the case 
of a receiver which is not perfectly black, since 
in this case in order to obtain 'Yr ( T) we must 
solve the electrodynamic problem taking into ac
count both the boundary conditions at the surface 
of the receiver, and also the fact that the receiver 
itself is a source of a fluctuating field. 
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